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as recorded in official gazetteers, 165, 168, 169, 173
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Kong Chengmei (Qzhou, 60th-generation title-holder), 98
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- Kong Guangxin (Kongzhai, 70th-generation Sacrifice), 170, 258n150
- Kong Hongfu (Qufu, 61st-generation magistrate), 107, 271n129
- Kong Hongzhang (Qzhou, 61st-generation title-holder), 268n100
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- Kong Lingyi (Qufu, 76th-generation duke), 27, 178, 249n63, 297n102
- Kong Qian (Qufu, 22nd generation), 36, 144, 283n109 and genealogical records, 156, 161
- as a refugee in Guji, 90, 157, 143, 277n13
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- credited with erecting temple at Kongzhai, 156
- Kong Qingsuang (Shanghai, 73rd generation), 224, 226, 228, 257n132, 261n18, 263n36, 304n25
- Kong Qirong (Qufu, 73rd-generation duke), 1840 commemorative inscription for Kongzhai, 68, 171, 200, 202, 258n132
carved on stone stele in 1849, 68, 172, 174, 200, 258n152, 293n16
description and dimensions of 1849 stone stele, 259n152
destruction of 1849 stone stele, 259n152
- reference to Gu Yuan’s portrayals of local worthies, 266n81
- Kong Renyu (Qufu, 43rd-generation Restoration Ancestor), 177, 266n96
- Kong Ruomeng (Qufu, 47th-generation duke), 267n92 and the Small Portrait, 94
- Kong Shangren (Qufu, 46th-generation) and Kangxi’s 1684 visit, 24, 243n25, 253n110
- compilation of 1684 Kong genealogy, 58, 161, 289n50
- Kong Sihe (Qufu, 22nd generation) in Wu, 117
- Kong Stream (Kong jing), 187, 197, 199, 248n20, 303n65
- in photographs, 211, 212
- Kong Tao (Qufu, 29th generation) in Wu, 137
- Kong Ting (Nanjing, 23rd-generation title-holder), 277n15, 278n22
- Kong Wenhao (Qufu, 62nd-generation duke), 273n172
- Kong Wenheng (Wenzhou, 54th generation), 278n20
Kong Xianghan (Kongzhai, 75th generation), 257n132, 260n182, 352n72 and 83, 304n18
Kong Xiangshan (Kongzhai, 75th generation), 257n132, 260n185
Kong Xiangxi. See Kung, H. H.
Kong Xianlan (Qufu, 72nd generation), 266n73
Kong Xin (Qufu, Han-period temple caretaker), 80
Kong Xingde (unknown registry, 66th generation) 1658 sacrifice at Kongzhai, 48, 149, 284n130
Kong Xingyu (Taixing, 66th generation), 242n54, 257n129
Kong Yansheng (Quzhou, 59th-generation title-holder), 268n99
Kong Yi (Nanjing, 23rd generation), 277n15
Kong Yinghe (Nanjing, 32nd-generation title-holder), 277n15
Kong Yu (Qufu, 49th generation), 95
and 118 Small Portrait title, 96
Kong Yuancuo (Qufu, 31st-generation Jin duke), Expanded Record of the Kong Lineage illustrations in, 82, 84, 244n131, 262n22, 263n34, 276n187, 278n223
miraculous events of Confucius’s life in, 106
Kong Yuxi (Qufu, 67th-generation duke) and control of Kong lineage branches, 48, 254n99
and Kongzhai petitions, 57, 58, 61, 156, 169, 235n106 as nominal editor of 18th c. Gazetteer of Kongzhai, 9, 62, 138
1716 preface for, 159
commemorative inscription for Kongzhai, 58, 162, 174
1791 stele carved with, 59, 59, 173, 193, 200, 224, 225, 254n105–105, 301n64
Sun Hong’s interpolations into, 162, 174, 254n105, 290n59, 291n76
communications with officials on behalf of Kongzhai, 61, 156–157, 163, 164, 254n102, 287n25, 288n132 and 35, 290n60
interaction with Kongzhai after Kangxi’s recognition, 61, 288n41
poems on Kongzhai’s Four Auspicious Phenomena, 86, 162 signboard calligraphy for Kongzhai, 61, 196 views on appropriate sacrifices at Kongzhai, 61, 156, 157
Kong Yuxing (Taixing and Kongzhai, 67th generation) appointment as Sacrifice at Kongzhai, 61–62, 168, 242n133 and 54, 257n130 as ancestor of Kongzhai’s Kongs, 257n132
Kong Yuyan (Qufu, 66th generation), 86, 156, 288n18
Kong Zhaoxian (Qufu, 71st generation), 179 as Qingpu magistrate (1839), 68, 171, 200 appointment unmentioned in Kong sources, 258n149 gaining Duke Kong Qingrong’s 1840 inscription for Kongzhai, 200 sending artisans to copy Qufu icons for Kongzhai, 68, 92, 171, 174
Kong Zhen 國珍 (Qufu, 34th generation), 63, 93, 102, 141, 146 and genealogical records, 137, 136, 161 credited with burying Confucius’s robe, cap, and jades, 36, 38, 141, 161, 164, 168, 283n109 credited with founding a family temple at Kongzhai, 38, 43, 90, 141, 161
Kong Zhen 孔珍 (Luoyang, 22nd-generation title-holder), 277n15
Kong Zonghan (Qufu, 59th generation), and 1085 genealogy, 267n91, 278n18
Kong Zongshan (Qufu, 46th generation, first Duke for Perpetuating the Sage), 84
Kongfu. See Kong family mansion
Kongmian ji. See Lu Yingyang, Annals of the Confucius Temple Kongzi zhi guanji. See Kong Yuancuo, Expanded Record of the Kong Lineage
Kongzhai reason for place-name (Kong Residence), 1, 36, 136, 140, 155, 168 remnants of, 1, 72, 197, 219, 224–226 mistaken identification of as Qufu home of Confucius, 3 as Shanghai home of H. H. Kung, 76, 240n13 as a place of pilgrimage, 183 architectural and visual elements, 1, 7, 77, 162, 183–184, 218–220. See also buildings at Kongzhai (by name); site-plan features shared with Buddhist, Daoist, and popular cults, 11 garden, 173, 203, 210 layout of. See site-plans pictures of. See photographs of Kongzhai; site-plans of Kongzhai and images of Confucius. See icon, sculptural; pictorial biography of Confucius; portraits of Confucius sacrifices at. See sacrifice to Confucius/sacrifice to Confucius’s father, at Kongzhai relationship between shrines to Confucius and father, 37, 48–49, 137, 143, 144, 153, 251n69 schools at. See Ancestral Lu Private School; Horizontal Brook Charitable School; Kongzhai Academy; Tingwen Academy institutional models for, 7–8, 48 distinguished from generic Confucian temples (Wenmiao), 7, 38 elements imitating Qufu temple, 48, 54, 55, 79, 171, 189 compared with Qufu, 7, 43, 45, 109, 144, 171, 177, 189 as microcosm of. See “Little Qufu” substituting for Qufu, 130, 155, 167 compared with Quzhou, 129 compared with other Kong sites, 137, 171–172 compared with Buddhist and Daoist sites, 44, 155 alleged origins, 1, 6, 38, 57, 133, 146, 161–162, 221 embellishments of historical record, 155, 164 auspicious potency (di ling) of, 86 early features at, 36 competition for resources with nearby Buddhist establishment, 37, 141, 144, 286n60 creation of late Ming shrine Wanli period, 37–43, 170, 183, 188 derelict condition of
Kongzhai (cont.)
in late Ming, 43, 145
in Ming–Qing transition, 45
flourishing in early 18th c., 1, 61, 179, 221, 222. See also Kangxi emperor, calligraphy bestowed on Kongzhai
relations with Qufu, 6, 57, 68, 129, 165, 200
documents in Kong Archives, 184, 200, 242
repopulation by Kong, 223, 301
and reduced appeal for literati, 223
effects of, 6, 62, 68, 223
mid-19th c. revival, 68, 172, 179
destruction of, 11
during Taiping Rebellion, 2, 13, 69, 179
in Cultural Revolution, 1, 3, 28, 72, 260
reconstruction and repair
early Qing, 48–51, 85, 156, 170
mid-Qing, 170, 172, 179, 222
post-Taiping Rebellion, 69, 167, 179, 184, 193, 203, 222
prospects for future, 220, 224–227
under the Republic, 2, 71, 129, 176–178
under the People's Republic, 1, 3, 71–76, 180, 181, 209, 215–216
unrestored and history obscured, 3
major patrons of. See Chen Jixian; Fang Zhengfan; Lu Yingyang; Sun Hong; Yang Bingba; Zhu Siying
patronage of, 2, 223
for social advancement, 1, 13, 150, 151, 165, 203, 223
only by literate elite, 223
promote locality, 13, 222
lands and taxes
donation of land, 164, 196, 222
land management, 45, 48, 132, 164
obligatory labor service, 89, 164
problems and lawsuits, 164
tax reductions or exemptions, 45, 89, 147, 164, 222
ritual utensils
ancient, 222
drawings of Qufu's for new, 163
new, 222, 301
history of, 221
chronological reconstruction of. See Chapter 2 and Timeline (Appendix)
earliest record. See core account of Kongzhai
family evolution and elaboration of, 111–113, 151, 164, 169
in administrative gazetteers. See gazetteers treating Kongzhai
in Gazetteer of Kongzhai. See Chapter 5
imperial calligraphy emphasized in, 169
Qianlong repudiation of, 166
categories for treating, 9, 131, 139, 140, 144, 147, 148, 168, 169
Qing imperial compendia disguising, 165–166
disparity between constructed image and physical reality, 131, 132, 165
Kongzhai Academy (Kongzhai shuyuan), 40–43, 89, 141–142, 149, 170, 174, 284, 318
overall pattern of activity and dormancy, 221, 222
early evidence concerning, 141, 284–360 and 61
in late Yuan, 9, 37, 142, 183, 284
Cai Tingxun’s request for school director, 142
Zhang Ji’s philanthropy and regulations for, 142
late Ming revival of, 149, 183, 284
regulations for, 40–41
petition for certification, licentiate quota and regular sacrifices, 58, 152
Qing restoration, 48, 58, 63, 149
buildings in, 155, 173, 183–184
recorded as defunct, 58, 141, 146, 149
Kongzhai miao. See Kongzhai Temple
Kongzhai Monastery (Kongzhai si), 144
Kongzhai Recorded in Poetry (Kongzhai shiliu, 1841), 68, 170–172, 258
Kongzhai shi. See Poems on Kongzhai
Kongzhai shiliu. See Kongzhai Recorded in Poetry
Kongzhai Temple (Kongzhai miao), 144, 145
Kongzhai Village, 72, 74, 75, 228
Kongzhai zhi. See Gazetteer of Kongzhai
Kou Hsi-tsung zhi tu. See Pictures of the Traces of the Sage Confucius
Kuixing, 1, 50, 168, 155, 184, 294
Kung, Haikui (Kong Xiangxi), Shanghai, 92
Kung Tsui-chang (Taiwan, 1889–1967)
Kunshan, 58, 136, 175, 277
Kunshan, 58, 136, 175, 277
creation of Huating (Songjiang), 277
Confucian temple with wall to conceal icons, 251
proximity to Kongzhai, 265
Leaving on a Small Table (Píngtī ji), 276
Leaving Court for Venerating the Sage (Chongsheng jian- guan), 68, 173, 184, 193, 198, 203, 260
and Tingwen Academy, 184, 193, 295
locations of, 251
stone tablets displayed in, 99, 114, 173, 179
Legacy Portrait of the Exalted Sage (Xuansheng yixiang), 93, 101, 101, 303
Legacy Portrait of the Forever Sage (Xuansheng yixiang), 93, 94, 96, 97, 98, 99, 101
Legacy Portrait of the Ultimate Sage (Zhiheng yixiang), 93
Li Dongyang, 124, 271
Li Jing, 78, 261
Liang He miao. See Temple of Liang He
Lin Youfang, 52
and 1681 Kongzhai petition, 58, 121, 274
1682 new pictorial biography for Kongzhai, 52–54, 55, 102, 109, 115–117, 118, 120, 125, 125
ambitions for, 115, 121
title stone, 55
scenes reflecting magistrate's concerns, 119
poems and seals on, 121, 124, 274
location of, 114, 127
poor relations with locals, 115, 119, 121
Lingxing men. See Gate of the Lattice Star
literati associations, 43, 44, 149
literati attitudes concerning visual representations, 109, 130
“Little Quel” (Xiao Quel), 15
elements required to create at Kongzhai, 77, 129–130, 222
inscribed on arch at Kongzhai, 177, 189, 193, 195, 199, 222
Kongzhai as microcosm of Qufu, 4, 43, 77, 132, 189, 222
Kongzhai explicitly called, 7, 155, 219
Local Earth God, shrine to (Tudi cí), 143, 155, 184, 196, 198, 201, 204
local identity, 9, 37, 48, 222, 231n66
promoted with poetry, 139, 167
localist strategies, 8, 11, 166
considered parochial, 67
Lockhart, James Haldane Stewart, 178, 297n102
meeting Duke Kong Lingyi, 178
Lu Chao
1698 petition to Kong duke for Kongzhai, 57
rebuilding Songjiang shrine to Fang Xiaoru, 252n82, 273n151
Lu Yangqiang, 145, 149, 150, 248n11
early 1600s fundraising and projects for Kongzhai, 37–43, 146, 150, 284n121
Annals of the Confucius Temple (Kongmiao ji), 9, 43, 146, 147, 2830115
as preserved in Shen Shixing’s preface. See Shen Shixing
continuation by Chen Gong. See Chen Gong
creation of, 145–146
rejoiner by Qian Dafu. See Qian Dafu, “Preface to Building the Confucius Temple”
calligraphy on Kongzhai stele, 38
copying Qufu icons for Kongzhai, 92, 150, 287n18
poems about Kongzhai, 109, 149, 156, 284n131
a Qufu, 47
later poems matching his rhymes. 109, 136, 276n140
relationship with Chen Jiru, 282n102
visit to Quzhou, 146, 282n97
and Record of the Broad Land (Guangyu ji), 146
Lu’an Yue, Chan master, 169, 256n122
Luo Yin, poem falsely alleged to describe Kongzhai, 162
Main Hall (Zheng dian) at Kongzhai, 27, 38, 40, 148, 179, 183, 184, 189, 219
called Sage’s Hall/Shrine (Sheng dian/cí), 38, 155, 189
and Kangxi calligraphy, 61, 208
architecture, 38, 50, 207, 215
additions to, 147, 155
deficiencies of, 68, 69, 71, 179, 196, 201, 202
line-drawing of, 185, 188, 197
contents, 1, 91, 171, 207
dimensions, 202
old photograph of, 91, 207–208, 208
inappropriate uses of, 71, 72, 93
moved and rebuilt in 1983, 215–216, 216
Mao Shiyu
and 1840 renovation of Kongzhai, 68, 171
poems on Kongzhai, 171
Mao Yulu, 18, 146, 147, 252n82, 282n106, 284n111, 299n25
May Fourth movement, 27, 28
Mei Qingji, 78, 261n4
Mengzi, 243n47
as Correlate (ge) of Confucius, 89, 265n62
sculptural icon of, 1, 89, 280n68
merit shrine. See Shrine for Reporting Merit
Ming loyalty, 149
as reason to hide authorship, 64, 250n54
as reason to suppress books, 152
Songjiang’s legacy of, 169
miraculous events. See also auspicious phenomena
at Kongzhai, 5, 86, 89, 91–92, 132, 174
recounted in 1631 Gazetteer of Songjiang Prefecture, 147–148
“Model Teacher of 10,000 Generations” (Wanshi shibiao), 20, 21, 158
reproduced in Gazetteer of Kongzhai, 91, 153, 286n11
rubbings reproduced as temple signboards, 20, 91, 91
mother of Confucius, 19, 106
prayer on Nishan, 8, 78, 83, 102, 103, 118, 265n29, 270n123
titles awarded to, 243n22
worship of, 84, 183
Mount Tai (Taishan), 19, 20, 86, 243n25
Musée Guimet library
rubbings of Kongzhai’s 1682 reconstructed pictorial biography. See Fang Zhengfan
Myriad Pines Academy (Wansong shuyuan), 8, 241n37, 268n100
Nanxiang, Guangdong, 171, 241n37, 297n142, 297n111
National Museum of China, 33, 34, 239n6
New Life movement, 4, 27
Ni Fuying
and 1610 pictorial biography of Confucius, 39, 108–109
acquisition of rubbings of Zhang K'ai’s original version, 40, 102, 108
colophon for, 40, 109, 130, 272n134
as Wanli-era patron of Kongzhai, 38
Nishan (Mount Nü), 78, 85–84
illustrated in Kong genealogies, 84, 84, 279n23
academy and temple at, 8, 84, 138, 241n36, 289n47, 299n29
display of images, 78
birth cave at, 78
old stone image of Confucius in, 84
mother’s prayer on, 83, 102, 118, 265n29, 270n121
illustrated in pictorial biography, 102, 169, 263n29
spirit enshrined as Marquis Who Gave Birth to the Sage, 84, 102
colossal bronze statue on, 34, 35, 263n32
Nishan Academy (Nishan shuyuan), 8, 84
official religion, 24, 224
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Pavilion of Recording Beneﬁcence (Ji’en ting), 61, 162, 184, 199, 292n10, 295n68, 301n58
petitions for Kongzhai and Duke Kong Yuqi, 57, 61, 156–157, 169, 254n103, 255n106
and Zhu Siying (1681), 58, 152, 283n2
led by Wang Yuan and Ye Zhaiqiu (1682), 58, 156, 286n8
Sun Hong (1705–1724), 59, 61, 169, 288n40
Yang Bingba (1839), 68, 170
to gain oﬃcial certiﬁcation and ﬁnancial support, 58, 59, 250n47, 255n106, 286n8
to appoint a Kong as Sacrificer, 61
to fund repairs, 68, 168, 170
photographs of Kongzhai, 204–215
compared to graphic images, 204
circa 20th c. commemorative set, 204, 205–209, 208, 207, 208
formality and allure of, 209
method of labeling, 205, 208, 302n80
inventory (1597) set, 204, 209, 209–215, 216, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215
contrasts between the two sets, 209, 215
pictorial biography of Confucius, 39–40, 102–127
purported superﬁciality of, 78, 108
origins and early evolution of, 102–106
compilation by Zhang Kai in handscroll (1444), 102, 269n117, 270n118
purpose of Zhang Kai’s compilation, 104
contents of Zhang Kai’s version, 39, 102–104, 270n122
colophon by Zhang Kai (1444), 39, 102, 103, 270n117 and 119
reproduction on stones in Zhang Kai’s home (1445), 102
Deng Qi’s colophon for Zhang Kai’s incised stones (1445), 102, 104, 270n117, 118, and 122
rubbing from incised stones in Zhang Kai’s home, 103, 269n117
rubbings from Zhang Kai’s home brought to Songjiang by Ni Fuying, 102
woodblock version of He Xun with added scenes (1485), 105–106, 270n122
supernatural events added to, 105–106, 273n153
versions for Ming princes. See Zhu Junjun, Zhu Yanyi Hayashi Razan 1639 Japanese kana edition, 270n112 and 122
versions recently discovered, 269n117, 270n118
versions at Kongzhai, 1, 12, 16, 39–40, 77, 102, 108–127
ﬁrst set of stones (1610, by Ni Fuying and Zhang Juade, based on Zhang Kai’s rubbings), 39, 102, 108–109
in Qing conquest, 51, 102, 109
reconstruction of 1610 set and rubbings (1682, by Fang Zhengfan). See Fang Zhengfan
extent fragments in Qushui Garden, 110, 112, 216, 272n142
new set (1682, by Lin Youfang, based on Chen Yin’an’s designs), 52–54, 102, 113–117, 118, 128, 129, 130, 125, 253n85
possible prototypes for Chen Yin’an’s designs, 121–126

difficulties between, 118–121
shifts between locations of, 112, 114, 126–127, 273n147
suitability for presenting to emperor, 127, 276n180
Wang Zhenpeng colored handscrolls (forger), 124, 124
Japanese 19th c. monochrome album leaves copying, 122–124, 122, 123
Tides of. See Complete Pictures of the Sage’s Traces; Pictures of the Great Completer, Ultimate Sage, and Culture-Exalted Former Teacher Traveling Around (Dadheng zhiheng wensuan xianshi zhoulu zhi tu), 53, 55, 116, 118, 120, 121, 123, 273n148
See also pictorial biography of Confucius, versions at Kongzhai, new set (1682, by Lin Youfang)
likely date of, 121
monochrome drawings copied from, 276n180
Pictures of the Sage’s Traces (Shenji tu), 18, 19. See also pictorial biography of Confucius, origins and early evolution, versions for Ming princes (Shenji zhi tu), 56, 82, 107, 107, 124
See also the Sage’s Traces, pictorial biography in frontispiece portrait to, 114
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poems about Kongzhai, 139. See also Four Auspicious Phenomena (si nu), poems on; Kongzhai Recollected in Poetry (Kongzhai shihua, 1841); and Poems on Kongzhai (Kongzhai shi, 1915)
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Portrait of Master Kong (Kong Fuzi xiang), 99, 100
Portrait of the Former Teacher, Confucius, Painting the Teaching (Xianshi Kongzi xingjiao xiang), 29, 30, 93, 111, 218, 301/990
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calligraphy for the true (zheng), 78, 93
displayed in schools, 5, 24, 26, 93, 94, 95, 262/110
recorded in Kong genealogies, 267/1101
painted, 44, 101–102
attribute to Wu Daozi, 30, 94, 99–101
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and 108
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replications of, 94–95, 261/111, 267/1092
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stone stele, 44, 55, 99–101, 101, 155, 179, 209, 210, 224, 226
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Wu Ercheng’s connection with, 44, 99, 102
recorded in Gazetteer of Kongzhai, 101, 111, 162, 249/1199, 268/1105
recent attempts to create a “standard portrait”, 29, 32, 32
Titles of. See of Learning on a Small Table; Legacy Portrait of the Exalted Sage; Legacy Portrait of the Former Sage; Portrait [of Confucius] at Leisure; Portrait of Master Kong; Small Portrait; Small Portrait of the Former Sage; Portrait of the Former Teacher, Confucius, Painting the Teaching
Puning Huin yuans. See Universal Peace Buddha Wisdom Cloister
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Qi Junqiao, 179
and 1840 renovation of Kongzhai, 68, 172, 294/110
poems on Kongzhai, 171, 172, 174
annotations to, 170, 173, 239/154
Qian Dafu, 42, 248/105
contributions to Kongzhai, 18, 39, 146, 164, 172
“Preface to Building the Confucius Temple” (Xiu Kongmiao xian), 146–147
“Stele for the Rebuilt Confucius Temple” (Chongxi Kongmiao bei), 39, 147, 188, 282/1105, 285/139, 299/123, 300/109
support of Kongzhai Academy, 41
Qian Gu, 276/185
1693 “colophon for Classic of Filial Piety stones at Kongzhai,” 56, 128
Qian Longxi, 172, 293/128
1640 Record of Repairing the Sage’s Temple in Kongzhai, 170
as Donglin supporter, 170, 249/1027
as patron of Kongzhai, 44
Qianlong emperor
patronage of cult of Confucius, 26
visits to Qufu and gifts, 20
ancient bronze ritual vessels, 26
Qiao Zhizhong, 10, 65, 76, 132, 265/36
Qing loyalists, 178
Qinggu
as location of Kongzhai, 1, 4, 8, 132
recognition as foremost site in, 174
Kong descendants in, 6, 62, 68, 161, 223
local residents as patrons of Kongzhai, 222. See also Chen Gong; Chen Jiaxian; Fang Zhengfan; Lu Yingyang; Qi Junzao, Qi Junzao; Sun Hong; Zhu Siying created as county under Songjiang prefecture, 37, 145
1597 map of, 245
transfer to Shanghai municipality (1938), 72, 215
urban district replacing county (1999), 74
gazetteers of, 3, 8, 37, 63, 69, 71, 76, 167, 173, 178. See also gazetteers treating Kongzhai problems with contents of, 167–168
efforts to establish prestigious identity, 8, 12, 37, 69, 145, 166
Qucheng ci. See Shrine to the Begetter of the Sage
Qucheng miao. See Temple of the Begetter of the Sage
Queli of the Southeast
Queli Branch Shrine (Queli fen) in Suzhou, 257/1828
Qufu
as location of Confucius, 1, 17, 72
and origins of cult of Confucius, 11, 15, 17
as home of Kong lineage. See Kong descendants; Kong family mansion; Kong cemetery
Temple of Confucius in, 3, 4, 7, 9, 11, 18, 20, 83, 192, 224.
See also Hall of the Sage’s Traces
Qufu (cont.)
diagrams of, 79, 92, 138
imperial enhancements of, 19
main sacrificial hall (Dacheng dian), 20, 30, 91, 92,
2581815
merit shrine in, 48, 196
sculptural icons in, 5, 21, 90
shrines to Confucius’s father in, 48
shrines to Confucius’s father and five generations of
ancestors coexisting in, 173
recovery from Cultural Revolution, 30, 224
portraits of Confucius in, 14, 55, 93, 94, 95, 267793,
2681804
imperial beneficence to, 19–20, 65, 72
and Kangxi emperor. See Kangxi emperor, 1684 visit
and pilgrimage, 17, 19, 20–24, 54, 78, 80, 107, 118, 130
imperial visits. See Kangxi emperor, Qianlong
imperial visits. See Song emperor Zhenzong
sites remapped onto Kongzhai, 43, 54, 138, 144
relations with Kongzhai, 6, 12, 57, 68, 200
documentation of. See Gazetteer of Qufu
Kong Archives in
Kongzhai-related material, 184, 190, 242053, 253094
in Cultural Revolution, 28, 285114
and post-Mao revival, 29–31
as Holy Land, 24
Qushi Garden (Qingpu), remnants from Kongzhai, 197,
216, 219
Qzhou, Zhejiang
and Southern Kong descendants, 6, 228
and heirloom images. See votive statuettes of Confucius
and his wife; portraits of Confucius, Qzhou stele
titles awarded to, 6, 146
Southern Kong family temple, 97, 98, 129, 146, 267797
imperial support of, 63
as “Qufi of the Southeast,” 228
sacri
cific to Confucius in, 6, 25, 146
reason for place-name (“Kong Residence”).) 1, 36, 136, 140,
155, 168
“Record of Little-Known Facts about the Confucius
Temple” (Kongmiao yishi ji). See Chen Jixian
Record of the Broad Land (Guangyu ji), 146
regional development south of the Yangzi, 8–9
relations between Qufi and Kongzhai, 6, 57, 68, 200
relics, 11, 79–87, 129
Buddhist discourse on, 5, 80–81
contact relics, 5, 80, 85, 129
trees as, 81–83
of Confucius
in Qufi, 71, 80, 81, 85, 118
at Nishan, 81
at Kongzhai, 1, 5, 37, 129
robe and cap as. See robe and cap of Confucius
made visible at Kongzhai with tomb mound, 12, 16, 85
jade ornaments as. See jades
importance for Kongzhai’s identity, 11, 38, 44, 50, 61,
79–80, 129, 155, 156
validated by Duke Kong Yuqi, 58, 156
efficacy of, 132
veneration of, 87
irrelevance to modernity, 2
literati attitudes concerning, 85, 130
shoe, 87, 87
of use, 80, 81
Buddhist, 81
literati attitudes concerning, 81
places associated with life of Confucius, 83
Return-Home-Singing Bridge (Yangguai qiao), 39, 155,
173, 183, 187, 193, 195, 199, 300138, 301165
in photographic, 211, 212
Revival Society (Fu she), 44
rhetorical construction of Kongzhai as a famous place,
12, 131, 151, 222
ritual. See cult of Confucius; sacrifice to Confucius; Jiaying
emperor’s 1530 ritual reform
robe and cap of Confucius, 1
alleged burial at Kongzhai, 16, 36, 43, 63, 119, 138, 147,
161, 164
as displayed in Qufu temple, 17, 80, 83
associated with his spirit, 16, 43, 80
brought to Kongzhai, 5, 43, 85
Kongzhai’s claim to possess, 4, 5, 17, 80, 85, 224
as unseen, 5, 85, 129
made visible with tomb mound, 12, 16, 85, 129, 148
recent claim of seeing, 263116
Room of Mutual Presence (Xiangzai shi), 192
sacrifice to Confucius, 7, 18, 179. See also cult of Confucius;
ancestor worship by Kong descendants
in Qufi, 5, 17, 19, 71, 80, 163
ancestral and official, 84
by emperor, 18, 18, 19, 80
outside Qufi
early evidence for, 24, 137
in Qzhou, 6, 25, 146
at Kongzhai, 1, 48, 71, 129, 148, 163, 167, 179, 185
conflicting views on, 48
models from Qufi to upgrade, 163
performed by literati, 37, 45, 52, 59, 68, 115, 149,
170, 171
role of Kong in, 48, 51, 71, 149, 161, 179
announced as sacrifice to Confucius, 163
purpose of, 88, 89
liturgy, 9, 24, 132, 163
forbidden in 1438 in Buddhist and Daoist temples, 303991
sacrifice to Confucius’s father Shuliang He. See also Shrine
to the Begetter of the Sage; Temple of Liang He
in Qufi, 48, 118
at Kongzhai, 52, 135, 186, 219, 228
in official temples at government schools, 49, 137, 24794
sacrifice to five generations of Confucius’s ancestors. See also
Shrine for Venerating the Sages
at Kongzhai, 1, 183
sacrifice to Wenchang, Guandi, and Kuixing
at Kongzhai, 50
site-plans of Kongzhai (cont.)
circa-1840 ink sketch showing needed repairs, 68, 199–201, 200
early 1840s colored plan, 68, 202–204, 201
early 1840s plan compared to Zhang Baolian’s description, 202–203
printed (public), 182, 184–199
circa-1681 in 1681 Gazetteer of Kongzhai, 46, 48, 132, 154, 160, 185–189
circa-1707 prospective plan in 1716/1724 Gazetteer of Kongzhai, 62, 157–158, 189–193, 190, 196
circa-1707 prospective plan reproduced in 1788
Gazetteer of Qingpu County, 63, 66, 168, 193
circa-1707 prospective plan reproduced in 1879
Gazetteer of Qingpu County from 1878 edition, 69, 173, 193–196, 194

circa-1917 new plan in 1934 Continuation of the
Gazetteer of Qingpu County, 70, 71, 184, 196–199, 198, 203, 205
never included in gazetteers above county level, 220
Small Portrait (Xiao yin), 93–95, 96
adapted as frontispiece to pictorial biography, 104
as possible basis for the Legacy Portrait, 96
Yin Fuqian’s encomium on, 93, 97
Small Portrait of the Former Sage (Xiaosheng xiaoxiang), 111, 114
adapted as frontispiece to pictorial biography, 104, 105, 114
Sommer, Deborah A., 5, 89, 243n46, 302n86
Song emperor Gaozong, 96, 144, 267n95
patronage of cult in the South, 25–26
rubbings distributed to government schools
calligraphy transcribing the Clasics, 25
portraits and encomia for Confucius and 72 disciples,
25–26
use of Confucian visual media in dynastic restoration,
25–26
Song emperor Shenzong, 36, 139, 243n13
Song emperor Taizong, 24
Song emperor Taizu, 25, 94, 267n93
Song emperor Zhenzong, 26, 267n91, 267n93
1008 visit and sacrifice in Qufu, 19, 78
included in pictorial hagiography of Confucius, 107
awarding titles and encomia, 19, 25, 48, 94
material awards to Qufu, 19, 20
Song Lian, 25, 99
Song Yun, 276n150
Songjia
anomalous finds of stele-portraits of Confucius in, 44, 55, 100
creation of prefecture (751), 175, 277n11
earlier names for. See Huating, Juhe; Yunjian
Kongzhai within jurisdiction of, 8, 36, 140, 220, 291n80.
See also gazetteers treating Kongzhai
non-extant early gazetteers of, 279n12
Qing imperial calligraphy highlighted in gazetteers, 169
shrine to Fang Xiaorou, 51, 252n82, 273n151
Southern Kong, 6
and herbarium images. See votive statuettes of Confucius
and his wife; portraits of Confucius, Qzhou stele
connection with Kongzhai, 6, 257n128
disputes with Qufu genealogies, 240n23
family temple in Qzhou, 97, 98, 129, 146
titles and support awarded, 6, 146
Studio of Reverent Being (Zhanzai xuan), 44, 99, 159, 183,
291n10, 292n25
changing locations of, 56, 193, 253n91
poems on, 159, 166
rebuilding in 1684, 185, 192, 253n91, 273n147, 299n35
post-Taiping repair, 179
renamed in 1640 as Hall of Dwelling at Leisure, 44, 99,
109, 253n91, 272n140
stele-portrait of Zhu Xi installed in, 56, 179
Studio ofWithdrawal for Introspection (Tuixing zhai), 192
Sun Hong, 35, 252n115
account of Kongzhai’s interaction with Kangxi emperor,
60–61, 168, 174, 288n42
and compilation of 18th c. edition of Gazetteer of
Kongzhai. See also Gazetteer of Kongzhai
alterations of others’ texts, 143, 162–163
as chief compiler, 158, 288n41
promotion of relatives and friends, 163
as leader of Kongzhai’s supporters
acknowledging Kangxi’s bequests, 61
petitioning Kangxi emperor for certification, 59, 151,
288n40
petitioning officials, 61
donations to Kongzhai
jade chime-stone, 171, 222
painting of Confucius, 102
poem and painting on red osmanthus submitted to
Kangxi emperor, 86
donors on Kongzhai’s auspicious phenomena, 86
promotion of relatives and friends, 163, 165
requesting a Kong Sacrifice for Kongzhai, 61
visit to Qufu to gather material for Kongzhai, 160, 161,
163, 222
Sun Qi, 129, 253n91, 276n183
stone tablets reproducing Dong Qichang’s Classic of Filial
Pity at Kongzhai, 56, 127–128, 276n187
1693 colophon for, 56, 128, 129
Sun Rilong
donation of Zhu Xi portrait stele to Kongzhai, 53, 57,
179, 226
role in 1682 pictorial biography, 121, 125
Sun Ying
stone tablet at Kongzhai reproducing portrait of
Confucius seated on a dais, 276n187
“Surviving Emblem of the Sage’s Traces” (Shengji yihui),
60, 158, 159, 221
Suzhou fakes (Suzhou pian), 144
symbolic capital, 5, 9, 12, 61, 140
Taiping Rebellion
effects on Kongzhai, 2, 13, 69, 100, 173, 179, 184,
193, 222
rebuilding Confucian institutions after, 69
Taiwan as guardian of Chinese heritage, 29
Tang emperor Taizong, 24, 25, 244n40
Tang emperor Xuanzong
and images in Confucian temples, 25
Confucius awarded kingly title by, 19
Tang Empress (Tong Yun-kai), 246ñ75
Tang epitaph naming Kongzi zhai, 136, 175, 221
Tang Xun, and “Ten Poems on Huating”, 139
Temple configuration
interior of main hall, 90–91, 91, 92
archaic arrangement of, 91
Temple of Liang He (Liang He miao), 140
at Kongzhai, 48, 137, 138, 143
changing or multiple locations of, 143–144, 165, 247ñ48,
251ñ69, 287ñ17
name considered disrespectful, 48, 286ñ14
northwest of Kongzhai, 183, 251ñ70
rebuilt (1563), 48, 144
Temple of the City God (Chenghuang miao), 2, 216, 223,
301ñ7
Ten (or Twelve) Savants (shi zhe), 183, 243ñ22, 245ñ47
change from ten to twelve, 245ñ47, 265ñ62
icons of, 30, 89, 91, 92, 238ñ51
represented with inscribed tablets, 92, 287ñ18
Tingwen
Academy (Tingwen shuyuan), 68, 69, 144, 193, 198, 203
alternate name Tingwen Private School (Tingwen
yishu), 295ñ70
as primary school for Kongzi, 174, 179, 184, 293ñ70
opened to all surnames, 69, 301ñ55
Lecture Court (Tingwen jiangyuan), 209
photographs of, 209ñ210, 211
Tomb of the Robe and Cap (Yiguan mu) at Kongzhai, 1, 7,
39, 52, 53, 62, 71, 155, 165, 168, 184, 204, 219
as visible sign of burial relics, 148
called a zhaogong (burial without a body), 86ñ87, 212, 214
conflated with Qufu tomb of Confucius, 177
construction of, 38, 85, 183, 264ñ42
credited to Kong Zhen, 156, 172
depicted on site-plans, 183, 189, 190, 197, 201
first mention of, 148
miraculous events involving, 147
official support sought for, 156, 228
photographs of, 207, 207, 212, 214, 215
recognition for, 69, 78, 227
repaired to, 50, 68, 85
ruinous condition of, 43
stele on top of, 38, 50, 83, 188, 207
credited to Kong Zhen, 164
Tower of Imperial Calligraphy (Yushu lou), 162, 180, 184,
197, 202, 219, 222, 240ñ10, 291ñ10
addition of at Kongzhai, 61, 168, 219, 256ñ12, 298ñ14
appearance of, 191, 201, 202, 207, 212, 298ñ19
contents of, 61, 256ñ11
photographs of, 205, 207, 208, 212, 213, 214
records written for
Wang Yulan’s, 61, 251ñ67, 292ñ11
Wei Xuexing’s, 61
Zhang Yunyi’s Preface on, 61
repair to, 68, 179, 203, 258ñ16
similar building in Qushui Garden, 216, 217
and display of stone fragments from Kongzhai, 226
Tower of Myriad Volumes (Wanjian lou), 173, 192, 193,
196, 291ñ10, 294ñ13
Tower of the Stars of Culture (Wenxing ge), 193, 196, 199,
201ñ10
Tower of the Three Stars (Sanxing ge), 173, 259ñ57,
291ñ10, 294ñ25, 294ñ16
Tower of Wenchang (Wenchang ge), 54, 149, 184, 187, 196,
218, 219, 252ñ77
traces of the past (guji), 9, 132, 136, 139, 144
as category for visual material in Gazetteer of Kongzhai,
162
potential for reviving, 130
traces of the past, residences (guji dizhai), 9, 141
traces of the sage
as title for illustrations of Confucius’s life. See Pictures of
Kongzhai as having, 146, 163, 167, 174, 178, 193
trees. See also auspicious phenomena involving trees
as contact relics, 81–83
at Kongzhai, 173, 202
as listed in Gazetteer of Kongzhai, 155
cypress, 144, 164, 173, 204, 207
ginkgo. See ginkgoes
osmanthus, 86, 188, 204, 222
paulownia, 188
plum, 294ñ53
sandalwood, 86, 173, 294ñ57
in Qufu, 81–83
apricot, 78, 83
cypress planted by Confucius, 81, 82, 83, 262ñ22
pistach and disciple Zi Gong, 83
true visage (zhengzhong) as applied to temple icons, 90
Tuixing zhai. See Studio of Withdrawal for Introspection
Universal Peace Buddha Wisdom Cloister (Puning Huiri
yuan), 36, 136, 138, 143, 165, 277ñ26, 279ñ54,
281ñ79, 283ñ108
veneration, 1, 5, 19, 25, 27, 70, 77, 78, 86, 89, 108, 166, 227
Confucian modes of, 15, 81, 223
inspired by Buddhism, Daoism, and popular cults, 5
Vimalakirti Chamber (Weimo shi), 155, 287ñ20
as residence of Kongzhai shrine guardian, 184
visual representations of Confucius. See also icons; pictorial
biography/hagiography; portraits; relics as aids to cultivation, 109, 150
as attracting pilgrims, 5
at Kongzhai, 1. See also Chapter 3
creating a microcosm of Qufu, 12, 77
distract or rejection of, 77–78
in temples. See icons, sculptural role in the cult of Confucius overlooked, 77
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votive statuettes of Confucius and his wife, 28, 29, 129, 267n96
attributed to disciple Zi Gong, 83, 96

Wang Anshi
briefly a Correlate (pri) of Confucius, 263n62
Wang Chang
as compiler of 1788 county gazetteer, 63, 238n141
changes to his draft, 169, 292n19
rigorous standards for, 167
Wang Chui
“New Picture” of Kongzhai (circa 1681), 46, 188, 185–188
Wang Feng, 148
poem mentioning Tomb of the Robe and Cap, 148, 283n115
Wang Qi, 37, 282n92 and 93
Wang Siren, 41, 290n59
Wang Xianzhe, 140
Wang Yuan, 58, 61, 254n95, 283n2, 288n38
1682 petition on behalf of Kongzhai written by, 156, 286n48
credited with 1681 preface to Gazetteer of Kongzhai, 283n6
Wang Zhenpeng colored handscrolls (forgery) of pictorial biography of Confucius, 124, 124, 275n174
Japanese 19th c. monochrome album leaves copying, 122, 125, 124
similarity to Chen Yin’s 1682 designs and Japanese 19th c. album, 124

Wanjun lou. See Tower of Myriad Volumes
Wanjun tang. See Hall of Myriad Volumes
Wanshi shibiao. See “Model Teacher of 10,000 Generations”
Wei Zhongxian, 43, 44, 249n27, 250n44, 284n131
Wen Wenq, 24, 171, 244n36
Wenchang, 1, 50, 68, 155, 183, 184, 294n56, 300n38
Wensheng ge. See Tower of the Stars of Culture
White Deer Groton Academy (Baidong shuyuan), 7, 58, 218
as institutional model for Kongzhai, 121, 152, 156, 254n100
gazetteer as model for Kongzhai’s, 10, 151
Zhu Xi’s association with, 58
Zhu Xi’s self-portrait on stele at, 253n92
wife of Confucius. See also votive statuettes of Confucius and his wife
titles awarded to, 19, 243n22
worship of, 84

Wilson, Thomas A., 5, 6, 11, 19, 24, 243n16, 244n37
Wu (region), 60, 63, 137, 172, 277n13
ear Kong descendants in, 133, 137, 140, 141, 161
Wu Daozi. See portraits of Confucius, attribution to Wu Daozi
early service near Qufu, 93
Wu Ercheng
connection with Dong Qichang, 44, 250n42
encomium on informal portrait of Confucius, 44, 99, 100, 102
Wuwang dian/ci. See Shrine for Venerating the Sages

Xiangzai shi. See Room of Mutual Presence
Xiansheng xianxiang. See Small Portrait of the Former Sage
Xiansheng yixiang. See Legacy Portrait of the Former Sage
Xianshi Kongzi xingjiao xiang. See Portrait of the Former Teacher, Confucius, Practicing the Teaching
Xiao Queli. See “Little Queli”
Xiao ying. See Small Portrait
Xingjiao xiang. See Portrait of the Former Teacher, Confucius, Practicing the Teaching
Xu Shang, 139
Kongzhai poem in “100 Poems on Huating.” 139–140
later gazetteers’ reframing of, 140
meaning changed by Sun Hong, 140, 162
Xiansheng yixiang. See Legacy Portrait of the Exalted Sage
Xunzi, 78

Yan Hui, 25, 138, 267n77
accompanying Confucius (the Small Portrait), 93, 96
as Correlate (pri) of Confucius, 24, 89, 265n62
as Former Teacher, 24, 244n40
sculptural icon of, 1, 25, 89, 91, 280n68
Yang Bingda, 238n135 and 131
1879 petition to restore Kongzhai, 68, 170
compilation of Kongzhai Recorded in Poetry (1841), 68, 170, 171, 172, 258n147, 259n154
colophon to Mao Shuyu’s verses, 171, 293n137
colophon to Qi Junzao’s verses, 170, 258n151

Yan Long, 196, 197
Yan Quan, 135, 136
and 1113 Gazetteer of Yunjian, 135
Yanju tang. See Portrait of Confucius at Leisure
Yanju xiang. See Portrait of Confucius at Leisure

Yansheng gong. See Duke for Perpetuating the Sage
Yao Wendong, 176, 260n170
and Confucius Religion Association, 70
1914 birthday of Confucius celebrated at Kongzhai, 71
publication of Poems on Kongzhai (1915), 71, 177
Ye Fang’ai, 136, 286n7
1681 preface to Gazetteer of Kongzhai
as likely author of, 152, 168, 175, 254n102 and 6, 256n85
in 1716 edition, 157, 163, 258n112
and 1661 Jiangnan Tax Arrears Case, 250n154
asked to support Kongzhai petition (1681), 38, 152
Ye Zhiq, 152
and 1682 petition for Kongzhai, 158
and Kongzhai’s Shrine to the Begetter of the Sage, 49, 149, 168

commemorative record and picture of, 252n73
Yellow Emperor’s tomb, 86, 264n53
Yifeng, Henan, 61, 171, 222, 256n120, 293n42
Yin Fuzhen, 95
Yongguai qiao. See Return-Home-Singing Bridge
Yongzheng emperor
mandate to worship five generations of Confucius’s ancestors, 62, 168, 199. See also Shrine for Venerating the Sages
impact on Gazetteer of Kongzhai, 62
material support of Qufu temple, 20
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